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Abstract—The purposes of this study were as follows to evaluate the economic value of Phu Kradueng National Park by the travel cost method (TCM) and the contingent valuation method (CVM) and to estimate the demand for traveling and the willingness to pay. The data for this study were collected by conducting two large scale surveys on users and non-users. A total of 1,016 users and 1,034 non-users were interviewed. The data were analyzed using multiple linear regression analysis, logistic regression model and consumer surplus. The survey found, were as follows:

1) Using the travel cost method which provides an estimate of direct benefits to park users, we found that visitors’ total willingness to pay per visit was 2,284.57 bath, of which 958.29 bath was travel cost, 1,129.82 bath was expenditure for accommodation, food, and services, and 166.66 bath was consumer surplus or the visitors’ net gain or satisfaction from the visit (the integral of demand function for trips). The survey found, were as follows:

2) Thai visitors to Phu Kradueng National Park were further willing to pay an average of 646.84 bath per head per year to ensure the continued existence of Phu Kradueng National Park and to preserve their option to use it in the future.

3) Thai non-visitors, on the other hand, are willing to pay an average of 212.61 bath per head per year for the option and existence value provided by the Park.

4) The total economic value of Phu Kradueng National Park to Thai visitors and non-visitors taken together stands today at 9,249.55 million bath per year.

5) The users’ average willingness to pay for access to Phu Kradueng National Park rises from 40 bath to 84.66 bath per head per trip for improved services such as road improvement, increased cleanliness, and upgraded information.

This paper was needed to investigate of the potential market demand for bio prospecting in Phu Kradueng national Park and to investigate how a larger share of the economic benefits of tourism could be distributed income to the local residents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Driven by global concerns to achieve better environmental resource management, a voluminous literature has developed addressing the methodologies that seek to yield the benefit and cost information essential for policy prescription. The quest for superior methodologies has generated, in an often quite technical form, developments in economic theory and in econometric methodology. As Michael Burns(1999):Optimal policy management requires both total and marginal measures of a resource’s value and to estimate these measures one of three approaches has usually been adopted: the Hedonic Price approach, the Travel Cost Method (TCM) and Contingent Valuation Method (CVM).

The purposes of the present paper, that the approaches that have been adopted may conveniently be split into two categories:

1. demand focussed approaches, which include TCM, which seek to infer properties of demand relations and then to derive resource valuations from consumer surplus type measures associated with these demand relations

2. willingness-to-pay (WTP) focussed approaches, which include most CVM studies, which seek to identify directly the WTP functions

The aim of this brief is to consider an approach which can be used to place a value on an un-priced environmental asset: the Travel Cost Method (TCM). As its name suggests, the technique is underpinned by the idea that by incurring time and money costs, consumers are revealing a willingness to pay for a particular location and willingness-to-pay (WTP) focussed approaches, which include most CVM studies.

A. The Travel Cost Method (TCM)

TCM is useful to first look in slightly more detail at the underlying TCM methodology. There are a number of variations of this approach but the basic idea, as outlined for example in Johansson (1991), is that we can use information regarding the travel costs incurred by different individuals visiting an environmental resource to derive a distance decay curve. Such a curve is assumed to have properties that are usefully similar to those of a Marshallian demand curve.

The data required to derive this curve can be obtained by identifying population zones located at different distances to the resource and for each zone obtaining two variables: the number of trips as a proportion of the zones population; the average travel cost per trip from that zone. The set of observations generally lie on a downward sloping locus. Areas to the left of the curve and above a zone’s cost line are used in conjunction with zone population data to obtain estimates of the aggregate Marshallian consumer surplus.
accruing to the population of the zone in question as a consequence of the availability of the resource.[3]

B. The Contingent Valuation Method (CVM)

Contingent valuation surveys frequently elicit respondents willingness to pay (WTP) for multiple scenarios within a survey. Multiple scenarios may include varying the level of quantity or quality of a good over a series of questions [1][17], or questioning respondents about their WTP for related goods [9].

This approach has several advantages, the most obvious being the reduced cost associated with one survey instead of multiple surveys. Another advantage of this approach is that joint surveying of multiple and potentially related goods can offer information concerning substitution effects between the goods[18]. It is well documented from empirical evidence and theory that total WTP for related environmental improvements cannot be formulated as the sum of estimated WTP for the individual improvements [9][18][19]. Substitution effects between the goods can lead to reduced WTP for the total improvements when changes in environmental quality are made jointly.

II. METHODOLOGY

As for the econometric part of the study, the author will use 1) multiple linear regression analysis, 2) logistic regression model and 3) the consumer surplus (CS) was the integral of demand function as follows:

A. Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

The above exploratory analysis of the available data in the park valuation literature does of course not allow for interactions between the various explanatory variables. In order to attain marginal effects – given the interference of potentially relevant intervening characteristics – Author use multiple linear regression analysis to assess the relative importance of all potentially relevant factors simultaneously.

The dependent variable in regression equation (1)is a vector of values in Baht per person per trip in 2007 prices, labeled Y. The explanatory variable are grouped in three different matrices that include the study characteristics in Xs (i.e., valuation method), geographical characteristics in Xp (i.e., service variables, information, activity variables and nearby Province) and the socio – economic characteristics in Xe (i.e., Income, Education, age, marital status and number of employed family numbers) the model fit was considerably improved, and heteroskedasticity was mitigated, by using the logarithms of the dependent variable. The estimated model is, in matrix notation:

\[
\ln(y) = a + Xb_y + X_p b_y + X e b_e + u
\]

where a is the usual constant term, u a vector of residuals (assuming well behaved underlying errors), and the vector b contain the estimated coefficients on the respective explanatory variables[12].

B. Logistic Regression Model

This paper focus is on how to analyze these data by Logit Regression. The ‘rare event’ literature focuses on methods for improving the statistical accuracy when estimating the probability of a specific rare event happening within a certain time frame. However, emphasize that once such a probability is estimated - the simulation analysts should try to identify the most important factors that affect that probability [16]. In this section we propose logit regression models for such a sensitivity analysis (present a case study that concerns a ‘not so rare’ event).

For logit regression, the original simulation output w (is changed into the binary variable w .In case study, w denotes the time it takes for a specific event to occur. Author transforms w to 1 if for w the censoring event does occur, and to 0 if not:

\[
w = 1 \text{ if } w \text{ (event) } = 1 \]

\[
w = 0 \text{ if } w \text{ (no event) } = 0
\]

Logit regression models uses the regression dependent variable y to predict P(w=1)= E(w):

\[
y = \frac{e^{\beta^t x}}{1 + e^{\beta^t x}} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\beta^t x}}
\]

so that \(0 \leq y \leq 1\); [4][20].

Rejection or acceptance to pay this sum (coded 1 or 0 respectively), provided a binary dependent variable to be modelled in respect of the bid amount plus other explanatory variables.

The general format for parametric dichotomous choice evaluation of WTP requires the choice of a suitable functional form which maps the coefficients of the explanatory variables onto the probability space.

Denoting Pr\(^N\), the probability of a negative response at a given bid level as F(bid; 0), then:

\[
Pr^N = F(\text{bid}; 0) \text{ and } Pr^N = 1 - F(\text{bid}; 0)
\]

The expectation of a qualitative variable is a nonlinear function of explanatory variables.

1 A multi – level modelling (MLM) approach such as used in Brouwer et al. (1999), and Bateman and Jones (2003) was considered but not adopted. This approach incorporates natural hierarchies or levels within the data, e.g., study sites, author, method and study, allowing the (somewhat unrealistic) assumption of independence between estimates to be relaxed. MLM is, however, problematic in that it requires the use of dummy variables for each group within a level, e.g., for each author of study site. This may be feasible in reasonably limited or homogeneous data sets but less so for very diverse data.
The link F is therefore conventionally a cumulative logistic or normal distribution (see Gujarati, 1988)\(^2\) and \(0\) the parameter vector of an index function \(f(x)\). For computational ease a logit (using a logistic link function \(F(x)\)) model was tested for the current study, thus:

\[
P_{0} = \left[ 1 + e^{f(x)} \right]^{-1}
\]

with

\[
f(x) = a_{0} + b_{0}X_{i} + \sum_{j} b_{j}X_{ij}
\]

where \(X_{i}\) represents bid level faced by respondent \(i\) and a multivariate extension is feasible to \(j\) explanatory variables. Maximum likelihood estimation fits a curve to observed responses which traces the probability of refusal. Figure 1 demonstrates how the properties of fitted a cumulative density can be used to bound \(E(WTP)\) by the area above \((F(X))\) and below the line for \(F(X) = 1\). This area can be calculated mathematically or approximated geometrically [8][9].

C. Estimating Consumer Surplus from the Travel Cost Models

Estimating the consumer surplus per trip can be done by integrating under the demand curve for trip (i.e., trip generation function). It is simple to show that the consumer surplus per trip, assuming the linear relation between visitation and travel cost, is equal to:

\[
CS = \frac{(\alpha + \beta X_{i}^{2} + \delta X_{i} + \epsilon)^{2}}{2} - \frac{N}{2}
\]

\(N\) represents the average number of visits annually, which was 1.00 times from our sample. Coefficient \(\beta\) represents the slope of the fitted curve and show the negative relation between travel cost and visitation rate [5][4].

D. The Sample Size

The following subsections explain sampling design, questionnaire development and pretesting, and major features of the questionnaire.

\(^2\) Choice of functional form is not arbitrary and several forms can be shown consistent with the way economic theory predicts consumers maximize utility (McFadden, 1974; Hanemann 1984; Loomis 1988).
created clanliness and information. Using TCM, the survey found that the individual benefits of the recreation services offered were about 2,284.57 baht of which 958.29 baht was travel cost, 1,129.82 baht was expenditure for accommodations, food, and service variables (i.e., toilets, roads, trails and viewpoint) and for each single individual, the consumer surplus (CS) was 166.66 baht if the total benefit were about 10.59 million baht a year for users park. (see Table II)

Using CVM, the mean maximum WTP was found to be 84.66 baht per trip for users and 38.15 bath for non users. From this, the total users and non users value of Phu Kradueng national Park was estimated to be 1,400.10 million baht per year, or an average of 122.61 baht per hectare per year. (see Table III).

IV. CONCLUSION

This conclusion, using TCM and CVM, had attempted to quantify the benefit associated with the park users and non park users. The central estimate of consumer surplus of 10.59 million baht per annum demonstrates the magnitude of benefit provision by Phu Kradueng national Park and some proportion of revenue foregone at current pricing rate. This surplus represents only one category of total economic value but is itself sufficient to overturn approximate estimates of the opportunity cost.

However, this paper was needed to investigate of the potential market demand for bio prospecting in Phu Kradueng national Park (see e.g., Khao Yai National Park, 1995 and Costa Rica) and to investigate how a larger share of the economic benefits of tourism could be distributed income to the local residents.

Atakelly et al. (2000), the environmental being valued were not substitutes but that some were complement. Thus, an important challenge to the validity of conventional CVM value is whether the method induces respondents to seriously consider budget constraints. Arrow et al. (1993) raised this issue economists have found that reminding respondent of the budget constraints substitutes, Budget Constraints and Valuation. Environmental and Resource Economics 16:51-68, 2000.
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### TABLE I

**Total Economic Value**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Economic Value</th>
<th>Use Value</th>
<th>Non-Use Value</th>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Use Value</th>
<th>Non-Use Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9,249.55 million</td>
<td>5.40 million</td>
<td>1,400.10 million</td>
<td>41.27 million</td>
<td>7,802.78 million</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

**Phu Kradueng National Park Benefits Based on the Travel Cost Method (TCM)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Consumer surplus per visit (Bath)</th>
<th>Number of visitors (2007)</th>
<th>Total benefit (Bath)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users (Domestic) N= 1,016</td>
<td>166.66</td>
<td>63,811</td>
<td>10.59 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE III

**Units Phu Kradueng National Park Benefits Based on the Contingent Valuation Method (CVM): WTP for Entrance Fee**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Non-Users</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic (N= 1,016)</td>
<td>International</td>
<td>WTP per person (Bath)</td>
<td>38.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WTP per visit (Bath)</td>
<td>84.66</td>
<td>400²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of visitors (2007)¹</td>
<td>63,811</td>
<td>418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Benefit (Bath)</td>
<td>5.40 million</td>
<td>0.16 million</td>
<td>Total Benefit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² The fee was fixed by National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department.